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I’ll spare you the sermon on the importance of pollination.  We are true believers, and we have been 
collecting data from our European hazel flowering for several years.  It has been a learning process and 
our observation skills and stage definitions have improved over time.  We have a lot of complex and 
confusing data, but we are starting to see some cause-and-effect daylight between wild swings of winter 
weather patterns and wild swings of fall hazelnut harvest results.   

We must be 300 miles from the nearest lake-effect. The jet stream wigwags aloft all winter and brings us 
alternating tropic and arctic temperatures.  The wild temperature swings of winter and spring go un-
moderated here.   We have 30-some varieties of hazels, each with both sexes.  That is 60 different 
dormancy alarm clocks that ring sometime during the first 3 months of the year.  Here is a good 
explanation of the two-part emergence from dormancy. 

 
from Franz Niederholzer, UC Farm Advisor, Sutter/Yuba Counties: 
Deciduous fruit trees have a mechanism to avoid damage from cold or freezing weather. We generally 
refer to this as winter dormancy – the annual life stage of the tree between leaf drop and bud break. 
Winter dormancy has two stages that can’t be visually separated in the field.   
 
In the first part of winter dormancy, technically called endodormancy, tree growth is limited by some 
unknown factor inside the plant itself - actually in each plant bud. A certain amount of cool temperature is 
required to end this first stage of winter dormancy. This is referred to as the Chilling Requirement. 
Temperatures between roughly 30oF – 60oF contribute towards ending this first stage of winter dormancy, 
with temperatures between 35oF – 50oF contributing the most chilling. 
 
In the second part of winter dormancy, technically called ecodormancy, growth is controlled by an 
external factor – temperature. Each species of deciduous plant requires a certain amount of heat to begin 
growing after the first stage of winter dormancy has been completed. So, deciduous fruit trees first need 
some cool weather and then some warm temperatures to start growing. Different tree species need 
different amounts of chilling and/or warm temps to begin bloom. 
 
The same story applies tree nuts.  It is not just species that have different requirements; this is also true 
for varieties within tree nut species.  Furthermore, female and male requirements within a tree nut 
variety are independent and often quite different. 
 
Dormant hazel flowers are protected from bitter cold and oblivious to unseasonal warm spells while 
asleep.  They are vulnerable to freeze damage once sexual development begins, i.e. stigmas and anthers 
become exposed. The process is again safe from cold injury once pollen has been captured.  Each type of 
flower has a period of injury exposure which lasts between two to several weeks.  Our earlier articles on 
male and female flower damage are posted on the www.thescalepit.com website under the “hazels” 
tab. 
 
Endodormancy  - Accumulating Chill Requirement: 
 
For fruit trees there are 3 well-known models that attempt to mimic the first (chill) part of dormancy. 
The simplest model is “Chill Hours”. The “Utah Model” is a bit more complicated, and the “Dynamic 
Model” is mathematical magic.  Since all three rank our hazel varieties in nearly the same order each 
year, we will report the 32-45 Chill Hours to avoid further complication of a complicated story. 



 
We start our chill hour accumulation count when our hazel trees seem to go dormant.  There is a late
fall day when hazel leaves turn from a photosynthetic bright green to a much darker green
know that they are done producing plant energy for the year.  For us
surprisingly consistent, within a few days of November 8
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umulation count when our hazel trees seem to go dormant.  There is a late
fall day when hazel leaves turn from a photosynthetic bright green to a much darker green
know that they are done producing plant energy for the year.  For us, this change event has been 
surprisingly consistent, within a few days of November 8th each year. 

Hopefully the Wind is blowing right to left across the page. 
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We can’t hear the dormancy alarm clocks ring 
of flowering, however we know that the chill requirement has clearly been met
will be needed to further flowering progress.  When the first sign of 
requirement is something less than today’s accumulated chill hours.  The first sign for female flowers is 
the red dot stage.  The first sign for male flowers is the beginning of catkin expansion.

The accuracy of this exercise is not the best
and still be useful.   Accuracy of the temperature data i
end date is something we cannot see.  We survey once a 
week.  Red dots are easy to miss.  To reduce some annual errors
report plus/minus difference from the average.  
out some embarrassing observations.  
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Chill hours counting starts at leaf color change for everybody. 
are captured at red dot time for females and at the onset of catk
usual practice to compare varieties to Barcelona as a standard
we average everybody, males and females
 
We didn’t collect male data in 2013.  We have flowering observations for 2015 and 2016, but our 
temperature recorder broke down mid
 
I would like to take this opportunity to say a few nasty words about the U.S. Weather Service:  There are 
two kinds of software related to data collection, “insies” and “
“outsides”.  Everybody writes “insies”
else and write more “insies”.  “Outsies” go begging.  At the USWS, you have to write your own “
- in FORTRAN!    There, I feel better.  

color change for everybody.  Accumulated hour numbers shown above 
are captured at red dot time for females and at the onset of catkin expansion for males.  It has
usual practice to compare varieties to Barcelona as a standard.  However, we don’t have Barcelona, so 

males and females combined, as a standard.   

We didn’t collect male data in 2013.  We have flowering observations for 2015 and 2016, but our 
temperature recorder broke down mid-winter – aargh! 

this opportunity to say a few nasty words about the U.S. Weather Service:  There are 
two kinds of software related to data collection, “insies” and “outsies”.  If I can only have one, I want 
“outsides”.  Everybody writes “insies” programs first, and then good programmers move somewhere 
else and write more “insies”.  “Outsies” go begging.  At the USWS, you have to write your own “

There, I feel better.   
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Comparing the Chill Hours Map with our chill hour data will show which varieti
enough chill to make it through endodormancy.  If a variety doesn’t make it through endodormancy, it 
will leaf out late and poorly and have a lousy crop year.
divide your number on the map by the total weeks of your winter.  For example
chill hours for West Virginia.  Our winter lasts about 22 weeks, 
Actually we are getting about 1600 
 
Ecodormancy – Heat Promoting Sexual 
 
The second part of emergence from dormancy 
awake in bed for weeks after the alarm has sounded waiting for 
poor.  The temperature data is good.  
see.  End time of the heat requirement 
pollen shedding for males.  Our definition for the beginning of female rece
bush stage.   Our definition for the start of
opened.  For most of us a 10x magnifier is needed to see the anthers
 
This is our poorest data (too shabby to show)
highly variable, from year to year depending on weather.   
typically two weeks most years for us.  One year there w
came out of endodormancy and was waiting for heat.  When the heat finally came, everybody 
together and everybody was happy, like Oregon.   Such a 
a lake effect, or better yet, an ocean effect.

with our chill hour data will show which varieties can accumulate 
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will leaf out late and poorly and have a lousy crop year.  To get a very rough idea of chill hours per week, 
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Our winter lasts about 22 weeks, 1400 / 22 = 64 hours per week average. 

Actually we are getting about 1600 annual chill hour locally, and we average 80 chill hours per week.

Promoting Sexual Development: 

from dormancy is independent of the first part.  A certain flower may l
awake in bed for weeks after the alarm has sounded waiting for heat to begin.  Again our

.  The temperature data is good.  Start time is the end of the chill requirement, an event we cannot 
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Our definition for the beginning of female receptivity is the 2
Our definition for the start of male pollen shedding is when about 10% of anthers have 
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(too shabby to show), but we are slowly getting better. This heating stage is 
highly variable, from year to year depending on weather.   It is about the same for males and females 

for us.  One year there was plenty of chill, but little heat, so everyone 
came out of endodormancy and was waiting for heat.  When the heat finally came, everybody 
together and everybody was happy, like Oregon.   Such a consistent weather pattern is the advantage of 

effect, or better yet, an ocean effect.  We’re lucky to have a creek effect in West Virginia.
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Typical flowering stages are shown above.  Black denotes partial or full injury.  Green is bud break.  The 
Rutgers H3FR05P69 females broke all records for receptivity, but they were inside tree tubes.  The plus 1 
degree minimum temperature during the week ending 1/26 demonstrates how exposed flowers are 
injured and dormant flowers are protected.  TdG, Hall’s, Slate, Sacajawea, Yamhill, and CRXR04P43 were 
all injured, but rebounded with black tipped stigmas.  Notice that Rutgers H3FR05P69 (in tree tubes) 
survived two weeks of bitter cold unscathed.  

The 23 degree-days of heating during week ending 2/9 brought out many varieties that were awake and 
waiting for heat.  Another interesting point is ---- but that’s another story.  



Sexual Activity - Pollen Shed and Pollen Capture: 
 

 
Both females (look closely) and males are fully active in this picture.  The time-span of sexual activity 
varies greatly between varieties.  The start times for sexual activity are the end times for ecodormancy 
described above.  If we are trying to find well-matched pollinators, the end time of activity is equally 
important as the start time.  A few varieties of female flowers extend part way and appear receptive 
most of the winter.  I’m not sure of the sign that female receptivity has ended.  I have assumed that the 
capture of some pollen ends receptivity, and the stigma’s color changes from red to maroon to black.  I 
have observed this within a few days after hand pollination.  I also have observed early flowering 
stigmas staying red all winter inside a tree tube (where they most likely capture no pollen).  Without 
pollen capture, I have no idea what ends the receptive period, but “no pollen” unfortunately is a 
common occurrence.  Knowing nothing better, we call the onset of the maroon stage the end of female 
sexual activity. 
 
The end of pollen shed is difficult (read impossible) to see.  When catkins become brittle and central 
stem turns brown shedding is clearly over.  In some varieties the catkin attachment becomes weak and 
catkins are easy to knock off.  These signs assure that pollen shedding is finished, but it likely was 
finished sooner.   
  



Pollination Parings:    
 
All of the confusing data is combined in the confusing table below. 

This table brings together a lot of information, and it needs some explanation.   The red squares are self-
pollination no-nos.  All numbers in the grid are chill hours.  Positive numbers mean pollen shed is early.  
We average about 80 chill hours per week here, so we could divide all of the numbers by 80 and change 
the matrix numbers to weeks.  However, if we did that, it might not apply for other areas.   In the lower 
left zone pollen is shed well before female emergence, so those combinations are shaded tan - useless. 
Likewise at the upper right, the pollen is too late.  Green elements have onset of sexual activity timing 
within plus/minus 80 chill hours (one week for us). 
 
The incompatibility gene s-alleles are a big story for another time.  The short story is that s-alleles 
numbers cannot be a match (orange).  The darker green combinations have both timing and known       
s-alleles right.  There are surprisingly few.  The last two years we have recorded and averaged catkin 
density.  The EFB resistance numbers are my impressions, a mixture of science, hearsay, and advertizing 
hype.  A commercial pollinator needs to (1) have the timing right, (2) produce plenty of catkins, (3) have 
high EFB resistance, and (4) avoid an s-allele collision.  If the candidate pollinator fails any one of the 
four tests, it is commercially useless. 



 
Choosing Pollination Parings: 

 
From crop production results, let’s say you decide to make a large planting of Yamhill.  Looking across 
the Yamhill female row in the matrix, only Butler gets everything right, but Butler gets EFB and is a lousy 
catkin producer.  Hall’s is a week early, produces catkins, but gets some EFB.  Dorris is -94 chill hours 
(about a week) late for Yamhill – good catkins - good EFB resistance – a winner!  Yamhill females are 
receptive for several weeks so we might find a second pollinator to fill in a couple of weeks after Dorris.  
We should then be looking around -94 – 2 * 80 = -254.  Marion has the timing we want, but unknown (to 
me) characteristics.  Eta has the timing right, but has an s-allele 26 conflict.  Both Geneva and Delta pass 
all four tests, with Geneva inching out Delta for catkin production and EFB resistance.   
 
There are quite a few blanks in our potential pollinator properties.  Some of the newer varieties are still 
in kindergarten here.  It is okay for a hobbyist to try a combination with unknowns, but a commercial 
grower cannot be so cavalier.  We have all of these pollinators, so there should be a pollen cloud here 
from G17 shed until Felix is spent.  The latest female flowering producers here, Butler, Geneva, and 
Jefferson have no pollen for the later part of their receptive periods.  “The game’s afoot”.    

 
Choosing a good commercial pollinator is crucial and not simple.  Our data is a little shaky but the overall 
method is a sound approach.  Using numbers is the basis of science, better than “early”, “mid”, and 
“late”.  Way better than “buy two”.   People often ask me “What is a good pollinator for _______”.  They 
think I have memorized that matrix???  


